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Harpers brand
Setting the agenda leading the debate.
For over 141 years, Harpers Wine & Spirit has been
the must read publication for the UK wine and spirit
trade. Harpers’ authoritative and informative content
make it relevant reading for the whole cross section of
stakeholders spanning the UK on and off trade sectors,
making it a unique proposition for suppliers trying to
target these important routes to market. Harpers is
also unique in that it is the only subscription brand
for the drinks sector. Our readers invest in the brand
because they value its importance and they take the
time to read every issue.

OCTOBER 2016 | ISSUE 146
Harpers.co.uk

Harpers digital first strategy allows the wine and
spirits trade to access and be informed of latest
industry developments as soon as they happen, via a
multiplatform offering of Harpers.co.uk, newsletters
and news alerts and social media 24/7.

Dialling up
innovation

Talking technology, change and consumer
behaviour at the WSTA conference

Analysis
The growing
power of Brand
Britain
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Opinion
Guy Woodward on
his wine world pet
hates

Country Report
France’s lesser-known
regions are generating
excitement

On-trade
London Cocktail Week
and the rise of cool
spirit concoctions
23/09/2016 17:11
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Summary
The need to be informed about the latest trends, news,
views and opportunities has never been greater. That is
why we at Harpers are continually looking to upgrade
and widen our offer to ensure you have access to the
key information you need to help drive your businesses
forward.
We've opened up the world of wine and spirits to you
like never before, with a digital-first strategy designed
to give you access to news, views and insights
whenever you need it
As well as informing, inspiring and entertaining the
various elements equip drinks professionals from
across the on and off-trades with the business tools
they need to thrive in today’s challenging conditions.

NEWS & ANALYSIS:
Agenda setting news reports and the analysis of the wider
impact on the trade

TRENDS & INSIGHTS:
We focus on the numbers within the latest industry reports
and work with our analyst partners to predict the future
trends.

OPINION, COLUMNISTS & BLOGGERS:
Agenda setting opinion from Harpers line up of key trade
columnists and guest commentators from both inside and
outside the drinks industry.

Q&A & INTERVIEWS:

Regular editorial print content is clearly segmented
through eye-catching colour coding design, and online
is searchable for wine and spirits, news by country,
drink type, or individual brand owner and producer.

Harpers talks in-depth to the major figures from all industry
channels to give you first hand access to the most influential
figures.

Harpers is your one-stop source of comprehensive
research, analysis and industry opinion.

REPORTS & FEATURES:
Looking at the major trends, opportunities and challenges
facing individual wine regions, drinks categories and business
practices.

INDUSTRY SECTORS:
The people and the companies making the news in each of
the key sectors in the industry: on-trade and sommeliers,
independent wine merchants, multiple and specialist retailers,
suppliers and producers.
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Features list 2017
MONTH

FEATURES

January 9

Low alcohol | Corks & Closures | New Zealand | Wine
Storage | Whiskies

Top 100 On Trade,
Think Rum

February 3

Independents | Gin | Portugal | Design | Chile | Top 100
ON Trade | Think Rum

SITT, Drinks Retailing
Awards, Drinks Wholesaler
event

March 3

Adult mixers | Spain | Champagne | Germany | Chile

April 7

Italy | Sherry | US regions | Argentina | Turkey / Lebanon |
Think Gin

May 12

LWF issue | English wine | Port | South Africa | Fairtrade
and organic | Australia

June 2

Sake | Wine tech | France | Champagne | Family Wineries

Think Indie, Drink Indie

Vinexpo

July 7

IWC results | Cava | Wine Tourism | Whiskies | Innovation

Design Awards

IWC dinner

August 4

Design Awards | Packaging | Logistics | Premium Australia |
Emerging Regions

September 8

Prosecco | Specialist importers | Gin | Austria

South America,
Drinks Wholesaler

SITT, Drinks Wholesaler
event

Mercado Chileno

October 6

Christmas issue – wines + fortifieds | France | Vermouth |
Corks & Closures

Spain

France Summit, Drinks
Wholesaler event

Barullo

November 3

Christmas Spirits | South Africa | Design & Packaging |
Champagne

Drinks Wholesaler

December 1

Logistics | UK agents | Green and sustainability |
Craft Beer | Rum

Italy
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SUPPLEMENTS

The Drinks Wholesaler

HARPERS OWN EVENTS INDUSTRY EVENTS

Champagne Summit,
Think Gin

Wine Australia,
NZ tasting

Prowein

Drinks Wholesaler event
Drinks Wholesaler,
Sud de France

LWF
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Harpers reach
READERS

ONLINE

28,540

167,310

Average monthly
readership

15,000
Registered users

Page views per month

79,028

Unique visitors per month

ONLINE GLOBAL REACH

21,352

74%

Europe

15%

Americas

Monthy mobile visits

SOCIAL MEDIA
23,000

Twitter followers

1,632

NEWSLETTER
132,067

Facebook likes

Average emails delivered
month

9,794

8%

YouTube views

Unique user click throughs

27%

Click to open rate
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5%

Oceania

4%

Asia

2%

Africa
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Magazine

Comment & Opinion
Harpers.co.uk is set up so you can
comment on any article, insight or
event. Go ahead and have your say

Tim Atkin MW
Wine critic,
broadcaster,
co-chair of the IWC
timatkin.com

DISPLAY ADVERTS

Eben Sadie

Riding the
new wave
Youthful talent

What explains the rapid transformation in
the quality of South African wines? Only a
decade ago, they often looked out of touch.
Too many of the reds were virus-affected,
showing that bipolar, under-ripe/over-ripe
character and the telltale whiff of burnt
rubber. The whites were better, but with
very few exceptions (Hamilton Russell
Chardonnay, Ken Forrester’s FMC Chenin
perhaps) they weren’t world-beaters. And yet
here we are in 2015 with a revolution to savour.
Youthful talent, enthusiasm and the
desire to promote South Africa are surely
the most important factors here. The Cape
is blessed with a golden generation of winemakers, many of whom are still in their
late 20s and early 30s, and occupying important positions at major wineries as well as
running their own businesses.
Unlike the previous generation, brought
up under apartheid and not always welcome
overseas, this one has found it easier to
travel, look and learn. The New Wave
tasting booklet asked each winemaker to
name a bottle that changed his or her life
and it’s significant how many of them chose
classic European wines.
Better understanding of viticulture – and

Rosa Kruger

Rian Botha/Thinkstock.com

When was the last time you entered a wine
tasting through a record shop? It was certainly a first for me. But walking past racks
of LPs at the Vinyl Factory in Soho was a
wonderful prelude to the recent New Wave
South Africa event. It was like climbing
into Dr Who’s tardis or entering the wardrobe in CS Lewis’s Narnia Chronicles: a
portal to another world.
Down in the basement, the atmosphere
was hip, cool, happening and all those other
words we 50-something wine writers like
to use to make ourselves sound less crumbly.
I can’t remember a tasting featuring so many
young, talented winemakers, most of them
sporting T-shirts and jeans. More to the
point, I can’t remember a tasting that showcased so many great (and affordable) bottles.
Here was proof that South Africa is currently the most exciting wine-producing
country on the planet. The Cape is basically a Mediterranean climate, but it’s
capable of making almost any style of wine
well, from Chardonnay to Sauvignon Blanc,
Cinsault to Pinot Noir, Semillon to
Viognier, Merlot to Syrah, Cap Classique
sparklers to straw wines. And then there
are the wonderful white blends, many (but
not all) based on Chenin Blanc.
There were so many exciting wines at the
Vinyl Factory that it’s almost impossible to
pick a top 10, but here goes. My favourite
whites were Blank Bottle DOK 2014, Botanica
Marl Delany Collection Chenin Blanc 2013,
Cape Point Isliedh 2014, Rall White 2014
and Restless River Chardonnay 2014. Among
the reds, the standouts were AA Badenhorst
Brak-Kuil Barbarossa 2014, Alheit Vineyards
Flotsam & Jetsam Cinsault 2013, Sijnn
Touriga Nacional 2013, Storm Moya’s Pinot
Noir 2013 and Porseleinberg Syrah 2013. But
I could easily have chosen another 30 wines.

The regular content of Harpers Wine & Spirit Trades
Review reflects the aims of the magazine – to offer a
combination of agenda-setting news, views, analysis
and features while maintaining the highest editorial
standards.

DPS, full page, 1/2 page, 1/4 page, 1/8 page

Have your say

South Africa is currently the
most exciting wine-producing
country on the planet

of which grapes work best in which soils
and microclimates – is the second key
factor. It’s sometimes said that South Africa
has swathes of old vines, but this is incorrect. Some of the best wines are indeed
made from venerable vineyards, many of
them rediscovered and curated by local
vine guru Rosa Kruger, but she reckons
that only 1,500ha out of 99,463ha are over
35 years old. Far more crucial has been
better site selection, most notably for
Syrah, the Cape’s best red grape.
The third factor is the low barrier to
entry. With a few thousand rand in your
pocket, anyone can buy a ton of grapes,
rent some cellar space and create a brand.
Many of the best new-wave producers –
Donovan Rall, David and Nadia Sadie,
Ginny Povall at Botanica, Hannes Storm,
Pieter Walser of Blank Bottle and Johan
“Stompie” Meyer – don’t own vineyards.
There’s a downside to this, of course.
Grapes are cheap, but so are the corresponding prices of most Cape wines. There
was only a handful at the tasting that retail
over £50, which wouldn’t be the case at a
comparable showcase of the best of
Australia or California. Great news for
consumers, but not for wineries.
Talking of ambitious prices, at least for
South Africa, the final piece in the new
wave-jigsaw is one winemaking genius, an
inspirational figure for the current generation. Without Eben Sadie of Sadie Family
Wines, based in the Swartland but sourcing grapes from small parcels all over the
Cape, the country’s wine industry would
not have moved as quickly as it has.
Sadie sets the high standards that others
seek to emulate. He wasn’t at the tasting,
partly because he prefers to spend time in
his vineyards (or go surfing) than travel,
but his spirit and one or two of his wines
were there in the room.
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Event

ADVERTORIALS
DPS, full page; Client supplied or fully designed by
Harpers

SPONSORSHIP
Series columns, brand supplements

SUPPLEMENTS
1. Spain
2. South America
3. South Africa
4. Italy
5. Australia

I

Calling all indies: this July Harpers is introducing an
exciting new symposium dedicated to the business of
being an independent merchant

ndependent merchants are an essential
part of the jigsaw that makes up the multifaceted UK wine trade. As varied and
passionate businesses they offer a combination of individual and wide-reaching
portfolios, along with an unrivalled ability
to hand-sell and influence customer purchasing choices.
As such, they influence and shape the wine market
like no other at the premium level.
Moreover, indies continue to thrive against a backdrop of flat overall wine sales, typically reporting
well above average-priced sales – and this across a
wide range of countries, varieties and wine styles.
The market remains tough, though, even for the
best of operators, meaning that it is essential to maximise the potential of all aspects of a given business,

whether buying, selling, communicating or expanding
upon the ways in which such merchants ply their trade.
Which is why Harpers is offering independent merchants a specially tailored day of masterclasses, debates,
focused tastings and networking opportunities at our
new Think Indies, Drink Indies event this July.

Debate forums and sessions

Two interactive panel debates will top and tail the
day, each exploring a key area of operating successfully as an independent merchant, with leading voices
on hand to explore how to improve performance in
each respective area.

001 Cover 2016.indd 2

SPAIN SUPPLEMENT 2016

BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS

THE UK’S 50 BEST INDIES AWARDS
Think Indie, Drink Indie will also be the launchpad for Harpers’
sparkling new 50 Best Indies Awards.
Designed to highlight and honour those independent
drinks merchants that are doing the most to drive forward
quality and innovation in the retail of wines, spirits and beers,
the 50 Best Indies Awards will strive to reflect the very best in
the business.
Adding a further layer of excitement, the 50 Best listing will
provide ample hunting ground for further nominations in a range
of categories that will single out individual strengths and areas of
business where a given operator excels.
The results of the 50 Best Indies Awards will be announced
towards the end of the day at Think Indie, Drink Indie.

Our panel debates ways in which indie merchants
can maximise the potential of their businesses through
multiple revenue streams beyond bricks-and-mortar
retail. To include online opportunities, events, hybrid
models, collaboration and more.

SELLING YOUR INDEPENDENCE

We discuss how independents can raise their consumer
profile and pull in more customers through better
communicating their innate strengths, ranging from
traditional marketing to social media and online platforms, by way of highlighting the individual and craft
nature of the wines in their portfolios.

MASTERCLASSES

On the day there will be two tasting-based masterclasses, led by experts on each respective subject
(tasting themes to be confirmed).
Harpers.co.uk | April 2016 9
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THINK INDIE, DRINK INDIE
talking: spanish whites

words

Ray O’Connor
Wine director,
Naked Wines

from the

wise
Richard
Cochrane
Managing
director, Félix
Solís UK

What this
tasting has
shown is the journey that Spanish whites
have been on and continue on. It’s a
real eye-opener. Wine anoraks can go
on an almost endless journey of
discovery, but Spain also has some good,
safe anchors and then some safe stepping
stones to take consumers on from there
without being too adventurous and scary.
But once you step outside of Rueda and
Albariño, you are still talking about fairly
homeopathic quantities of white sales.
“Verdejo, when on song, does something really quite special, mineral,
aromatic and fresh, so it’s a really good
entry into Spain. And you can find good
Verdejo in central Spain, in DOs like
Valdepeñas, at half the price of Rueda.
But a drawback is that there are not a
lot of Rueda listings in the UK, with
only seven or so across the major
multiples, among the 600-odd SKUs
they each sell.
“We quite deliberately produce a
Rueda Sauvignon, which is in Majestic.
They do a really good job with New
Zealand and the reason they selected
this Rueda is that it allows them to
appeal to their heartland of Marlborough
Savvy Blanc drinkers, but introduces
them to Spain. And if customers enjoy
the Rueda, they might then just say ‘I’ll
try Spain again’, and then they may go
a little off-piste and explore other varieties and styles.”
Elena
Reviriego
Group
commercial
director,
The Haciendas
Company
Verdejo should be preforming
much better here. In Spain 40%
of sales in the on-trade are Verdejo, and
15 million Brits visit every year, so they
taste these wines. It’s a really big opportunity in the UK because people really
14 | Spain 2015

Arnaud Compas

love Sauvignon Blanc, it’s number one
in the on-trade and at number five in
the off-trade, and Verdejo is very well
related to Sauvignon, with that fresh,
grassy, slightly tropical style. But we
never see it marketed as such. We need
to focus on quality, to remove any uncertainty over perception of the wines,
because Rueda and Verdejo can be very
special and we need to promote that.”
Richard Bigg
Owner, Camino
Group and
Copa de Cava
You need
a hook to
begin with. However fabulous Ruedas and Verdejos may
be, they are not well recognised in the
UK. Rioja, Ribera del Duero and Priorat
are. We sell masses of perfectly good
but ordinary white Rioja, Viura, so not
with a dramatic flavour profile, but it
sells because it is Rioja and people know
the name. It is then up to us to help
people discover other whites, to lead
them and suggest things that they might
like, perhaps by asking what styles of
wines they drink from elsewhere.
“And once they are familiar with white
Rioja, then we can also give them something outstanding from there. We have
incredibly old-fashioned Tondonia and
modern Allende Riojas, so we can give
them something that will wow them,
also at a good price, and then people
will open their eyes to the quality
possible from Spanish whites.
“On the menu we also say ‘if you
like Sauvignon then you’ll love Verdejo’
because there’s a bit more to it, more
going on. Rueda can have that crisp
style, but a little more depth and
character, too. There’s a zip in the
youthful wines, but then you also find
barrel-fermented styles which can be
more like a Mersault.”

Alvaro Ribalta
Sales manager,
Indigo Wine
Godello
from
Galicia is the next
big thing. It’s also
made in different styles, adding interest,
but it’s always fresh, not from ‘hot’
Spain, which is easy to explain. Every
region in every country needs a flagship,
one producer that will bring every one
behind, but this has not yet been
achieved by many regions in Spain. With
Rueda, the quality can be too variable,
this needs to change and prices need to
be up overall, to encourage producers
to follow quality rather than quantity.”

It’s all about
styles and
if people find
that crisp, grassy,
freshness in Rueda or Verdejo, then
it’s a good alternative for someone
who likes Sauvignon Blanc, but is
prepared to or wants to step away a
little from New Zealand. So this is
a very good stepping-stone into
Spanish whites.
“But there is an appetite for something different. For us it’s about finding
hidden gems. We have a wine from
the Canaries, just beautiful and not
much pricier than the regions we have
been discussing, and also a Godello
that sells – it’s pretty funky, but
people love it. We ‘un-sold’ these wines,
saying ‘you won’t like this unless you
are a wine geek’ and people instantly
went for them.”
Edward
Adams MW
Consultant
and producer,
La Báscula
Rioja and
Rueda are
good calling cards for whites, plus
old friend Albariño. Beyond this
many of the wines we’ve seen today
will remain fairly niche, a hand-sell.
There is some volume from certain
producers, but volumes are generally
fairly small, so we are looking for wines
that will appeal to a certain type,
probably an already more wineeducated drinker.”

Arnaud
Compas
Wine director,
Vinothec
Compas
With white
Spanish
wines it’s much more about flavour
profile at the moment. We are not on
varietal understanding yet. Regional
recognition is working for the reds, but
not yet for the whites. So it’s about
communicating the aromatic profile,
suggesting how an Albariño may compare
with a Condrieu, or explaining that Rioja
can be either oxidative and rich or clean
and fresh in style, and suggesting what
this might be an alternative to.
“Customers often want something
fresh, and within the aromatic range of
Spanish whites from Galicia you can link
the styles to the sea, and types of food.
It’s easier to sell something unknown
because there are no preconceived ideas
about it. So if you can put Spanish whites
against a style that is known, then yes,
it helps people understand what the wine
is about and encourages them to try.”

Gareth Ferreira
Assistant head
sommelier,
67 Pall Mall
With the
fresh whites
from Galicia, if
people have a taste for Albariño, then
you can push them to other styles
from Valdeorras, Monterrei, Ribera,
Ribeira Sacra and Rías Baíxas, plus
some of the interesting blends. But if
a wine doesn’t have Albariño on the
label, it is a little more difficult to
understand, so it has to be a hand-sell.
But if you do push these wines enough,
usually people are pretty happy with
the taste and outcome. So Albariño can
bring people into Galician whites and
it really helps to introduce people to
other styles.”

Harpers.co.uk
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Jolanta
Dinnadge
Head
sommelier,
Bentley’s
Oyster Bar
Galician wines and seafood are a
natural hook, and Spanish food is
trendy here, so if you link Albariño with
seafood people understand that. I pair
two different styles of Albariño with
different oysters and the wines really fly.
We have 15 whites by the glass, including
sherry, a rosado from Somontano,
Albariños and Spanish reds. People can
try the Albariño and see it’s not
Chardonnay, they may be surprised, but
they like it and understand the style.
“And I really think that you can get to
the consumer more easily with the food
than the wine. This can then be broadened
to work with all Galician wines, with
seafood, or elsewhere along the natural
pairings and food affinities that you find
in other regions of Spain. This works for
us at Bentley’s, helping to persuade people
to move beyond the most obvious wines.”

Sara Rossi

Caroline Doyle
Communications
manager,
Borough Wines
Spain
is
around 10%
of our sales and
what we find from Spain is that you get
good quality at a great price, from entry
level up. But people tend to come in for
a style of white wine, not a white from
Spain, so if they go away with a white
Spanish wine it’s because it fits the style
of wine that they were looking for and
enjoy. Staff will point people towards
Spain because there are great value
wines, but the same people won’t necessarily come back in asking for Spain.
Some will ask for Albariño, and sales
have grown, but that is the limit of
recognition at the moment.”

Sara Rossi
Sommelier,
45 Park Lane
The Dorchester
There are
many grape
varieties and many
levels of quality, so a lot of variety on
offer. But the only Spanish regions that
people really ask for are Rioja and Ribera
del Duero, with some knowing Albariño,
so there is still a long way to go with
recognition of other regions, and especially the whites. If the quality is there,
the wines can be hand-sold, but it is
going to take time to grow recognition,
and this will happen slowly.”

Alison Easton
Head of
marketing,
González
Byass UK
Ray O’Connor

We need to
consider
Rioja whites, as a stepping stone for
people into exploring Spain’s wider
styles of whites, drawing on the popularity of the reds, so there are real
possibilities there. Rueda should also
focus on making a name for quality
Verdejo, but sold as Rueda, and be the
flagship for quality for the grape.
“Isn’t it amazing how many new
regions and varieties we can find to talk
about, it’s like a whole menu of discovery,
which is why Spain is so exciting. People
are always looking for something new,
so if we can supply a viable and good
alternative, then they will step up to
the plate. And international grape varieties can help to draw people in, so we
shouldn’t overlook that path.”
Spain 2015 | 15
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Rate card Print
PRINT ADVERTISING RATES

SPECIAL RATES

Size

1-3 Size

4-9 insertions

10+ insertions

Option

Rate (full run)

DPS

£4645

£4180

£3763

Cover wrap (full page wrap: 4 sides)

£13700

Full page

£2556

£2301

£2071

Cigarband

£5750

Half page

£1444

£1300

£1169

Bellyband

£9250

Quarter page

£920

£829

£745

Front gatefold

£6750

Back cover

£3158

£2841

£2556

Back gatefold

£5750

Inside front cover

£2954

£2658

£2393

Tip-on (based on client supplying print)

£2500

Inside back cover

£2754

£2458

£2193

+full page/cover rate

PRINT RECRUITMENT RATES

INSERTS RATES

Size

Price

Weight

Price

Full page

£2163

0-9g

£1716

Half page

£1313

10-19g

£1768

Quarter page

£779

20-29g

£1820

Eigth page

£468

30-39g

£1872

40-49g

£1924

50-59g

£1976

PRINT ADVERTORIAL RATES
Full page

Price

60-69g

£2028

Final artwork supplied

£2556

70-79g

£2080

Assets & copy supplied / HWSTR to design

£2722

80-89g

£2132

HWSTR to commission & design (photography not inc.)

£3037

90-99g

£2184

DPS

Price

Final artwork supplied

£4645

Assets & copy supplied / HWSTR to design

£4838

HWSTR to commission & design (photography not inc.)

£5099
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Inserts: Please note that a 15% premium will be charged for issues with
extra distribution. Costs are available for supplements and in-bound inserts
on premium stock quoted depending on your requirements. Please contact
us if you wish to discuss.
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Digital

Super leaderboard
top 970px/90px
MPU 300px/250px

Offering advertisers a targeted niche audience through
impactful and proven formats. Technology for banner
advertising including flash and video formatting,
measurable with accurate data reporting and statistics.

Background
scrolling 1600px/1050px

DISPLAY
Leaderboard, MPU, half page and background

Sponsorship
logo, mention & link

MAILERS/NEWSLETTERS

Job post

Leaderboard Skyscraper

Half page
300px/600px

SPONSORSHIP
Events, campaign supporter

BESPOKE
Online advertorial

VIDEOS
Video
300px/250px

Promotion adverts

JOB LISTING
Recruitment adverts

EVENTS
Promotion on our events calender
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Bespoke
Image gallery /Video
Logo
250+ Word count
Mutual web referral
Page takeover

Super leaderboard
bottom 970px/90px
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Rate card Digital
DIGITAL
Position

Size in pixels

Rate

Full page takeover

Super Leaderboard Top & Bottom, MPU or Video, Half Page, Background Banner

POA

Background banner

1600 x 1050 maximum not animated

£1000 per week

Super Leaderboard

970 x 90

£400 per week

Premium MPU (above the fold)

300 x 250

£800 per week

MPU

300 x 250 maximum 4 rotations

£650 per week

2 week Job Listing

Lineage advert

£400

4 week Job Listing

Lineage advert

£600

NEWSLETTERS & MAILERS
Harpers.co.uk registered users c.15,000 recipients, On-trade database c.12,000 recipients,
Off-trade database c.1,200 recipients OR Wholesalers c.200 recipients.
Weekly Newsletter Advertising

Price

• Daily Newsletter
• Weekly Newsletter

£190
£500

Monthly Newsletter Advertising

Price

•
•
•
•
•

£760

Daily Newsletter
Weekly Newsletter
Independent Newsletter
On-Trade Newsletter
Job Alert

Bespoke Mailer

Price

• Exclusive mailer - targeted database
available

£1,525
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Specifications
All Digital and Print
specifications can found on:
Harpers.co.uk/MediaPack
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Sponsorship
Alongside the magazine and website, Harpers also
offers a full and exciting calendar of face to face events,
including:

HARPERS SUMMITS:
Dedicated days taking an in-depth look at the
opportunities within key wine producing countries
around the world , through a combination of debates,
seminars, tastings, master classes and panel session.

HARPERS ROUNDTABLES:
Bringing key sectors of the trade together to discuss
an agreed theme with potential wine tasting and food
pairing to showcase different wine regions

TRIED & TASTED:
Bespoke promotions designed to put your wine in front
of either the on or off trade and their customers and
assess how they perform over a trial period, with the
results published in Harpers magazine

HARPERS AWARDS:
The chance to get involved and help reward and
recognise the very best in the UK on and off trade
with this popular and highly regarded annual event.

HARPERS ON TOUR:
Dedicated buying trips for specific wineries, countries
or regions inviting a targeted group of buyers to see
the winemaking first hand, meet the winemakers and
of course, sample the wines at source. Supported by
social media and full write up within Harpers magazine.
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Contact us
EDITORIAL

ADVERTISING

AGILE MEDIA LTD

Editor

Commercial Director

Publisher

Andrew Catchpole
+44 (0)1293 590055
Andrew.catchpole@agilemedia.co.uk

Samantha Halliday
+44 (0)1293 590053
Samantha.halliday@agilemedia.co.uk

Lee Sharkey
+44 (0)1293 558136
Lee.sharkey@agilemedia.co.uk

Senior Reporter

Senior Sales Manager

Jo Gilbert
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